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TOPIC             :  EXTENSION ACTIVITY 

Organized on             :  20/04/2024 

Participants             :  1st Year MBA students 

Venue              :  Krishnanugraha Children Fit Institute and Adoption Center,  

                                       Santhekatte Udupi, Karnataka - 576105 

Number of Students :  21  

 

Preamble : 

To understand the behavior and lifestyle of handicapped and orphan students. It emphasizes the 

need for society to understand, respect and wellbeing of the orphan individuals. Moreover, it not 

only helps to understand the behavior of orphan individual but it also helps to know the importance 

of addressing each other without discrimination and inequality. 



REPORT: 

The students of First Year MBA visited the Mamatheya Thottilu (Krishnanugraha) located at 

Kelarkalabettu, Santhekatte which is the Childrens Fit Institute and Adoption Center On 20th April 

2024. In which the students of 1st year MBA offered activities like games, dance and other 

entertainment activities.  

OBJECTIVES: 

 To understand about orphanage’s operations, the challenges faced by children and deeper 

understanding of social responsibility. 

 To understand the importance of relationships and family. 

 Provide emotional support through activities such as creative expression like games, 

support groups to help orphaned children to cope with emotional challenges and loss. 

 To boost confidence and self esteem among orphaned children by encouraging them by 

participating in talent shows, take initiatives and other confidence building activities.  

 To promote wellbeing and to make orphaned children understand the importance of 

physical health through sports and health education. By emphasizing the importance of 

nutrition, personal hygiene and exercise 

 To encourage the development of building a sense of belonging and connection through a 

wider community by involving orphan children with community activity, volunteer which 

promotes social responsibilities and civil engagement.  

 To improve our social responsibility and the impact that small acts of kindness can have 

on the lives of others. 

 Organized with an aim spreading joy and providing support to children staying there. 

Activities Conducted: 

The extension activity was conducted on 20/4/2024 from 10;30am to 1pm at  Krishnanugraha 

Children Fit Institute and Adoption Center were more than 21 students from 1st year MBA 

volunteered through preparation to make there visit a useful one by planning various activity 

which started with welcome speech made by Bhavya where she warmly welcomed the children, 

staff of the orphanage and Ms.Poornima R Shetty (Assistant Professor), expressing gratitude for 

the opportunity to spend time with them and offering words of encouragement and support. Later 

orphanage staff Ms. Girishma spoke few words in kannada. Along with children, volunteers led a 



heartfelt prayer and started various activities which includes games like passing the ball and bomb 

in the city. The things provided are snacks, treats, fruits, stationary items, coffee mugs and water 

bottles. We also provided Himalaya baby cream powder and soap to 8months old baby girl. Then 

we ended the program with vote of thanks for providing us the opportunities to pay visit.     

Outcome of the visit: 

The visit can provide emotional support and companionship to the children and to enhance the 

children’s social skills. We learned how to be empathized looking at the condition of the 

children and how to build patience level, to understand the value of relationship and to know the 

importance having physical strength by utilizing them in the right way. 

 

Faculty Coordinator : 

Mrs. Thilaka laxmi (Asst.Prof) 

Ms . Poornima R Shetty (Asst.Prof) 

 

Students Coordinators : 

Ancita Jasmitha D’Mello 

Chandhana G D 

Gagan Kumar 

Rashmitha  

Sampath Kumar 

Sushanthi S Shetty 

 

 

Conclusion : 



The visit to Mamatheya Thottilu was a deeply meaningful and enriching experience for all 

involved. Through engaging activities, heartfelt interactions and generous contributions were we 

can witness the positive impact of our efforts on the lives of the orphaned and disabled  children. 

The dedication of staff in providing a nurturing and supportive environment was evident and we 

were pleased by their efforts. We are grateful for the opportunity to have connected with them 

and for a chance to contribute to their wellbeing, even if in a small way.  
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